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A GENERALIZATION OF A THEOREM BY
BOCHNER

DORTE olesen

Abstract. A theorem of Bochner states that if p. is a complex Borel measure

on the «-dimensional torus T" with Fourier-coefficients that vanish outside a

proper cone in Z", then p. is absolutely continuous with respect to Haar

measure on T". This result is generalized to a C*-algebra setting using the

concept of spectral subspaces for an «-parameter group of automorphisms

and its dual group, in the case where the cone is the positive "octant".

Introduction. The classical F. and M. Riesz theorems state that a complex

Borel measure on the unit circle T which is analytic, i.e. its negative Fourier-

coefficients all vanish, is either identically zero or has the same null-sets as

Haar measure.

In [2], S. Bochner showed that a measure on T" with Fourier-coefficients

that vanish outside a proper cone in Z" is absolutely continuous with respect

to Haar measure on T".

In [4], F. Forelli regarded an action of the real line R as a topological

transformation group on the locally compact Hausdorff space S. He defined a

measure X to be analytic if its spectrum sp(A) with respect to the action was

nonnegative, and to be quasi-invariant if its collection of null-sets was carried

into itself by the action of R on 5". As a generalization of the F. and M. Riesz

theorems he obtained the result that analytic measures are quasi-invariant.

The notion of quasi-invariance was extended to the class of positive linear

functionals on a C*-algebra acted upon by a group of *-automorphisms in [5].

As a noncommutative generalization of Forelli's result, W. Arveson proved

[1] that if a linear functional <p on a C*-algebra had nonnegative spectrum with

respect to a one-parameter group of *-automorphisms, the variation |</>| was

quasi-invariant.

Here we show that Arveson's result can be used to prove quasi-invariance

of functionals with spectrum in [0, oo)", in the case of an «-parameter group

action on a C*-algebra. As a corollary we obtain that an analytic measure on

T" is either identically zero or has the same null-sets as Haar measure.

(For a short proof of Bochner's theorem in two dimensions, the reader may

consult [8, 8.2.5].)
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Notation. In the following, A denotes a C*-algebra, A' its dual space. By a

representation (a, A) of R" we mean a homomorphism from R" into the group

of ""-automorphisms of A such that for every x in A

Wa(tx,...,t„)x- x\\ ->0   as(f,,...,f#,)-*(0,...,0).

Let aif)x with/ G L*(R"), x G A denote the vector-valued integral

a(/)x = fKnf(t\>---,tnHx,...,l„)xdtx ■■■dtn.

Take £ÇR". Define

RaiE) - [{«(/)x|supp/ C E,x G A)],

r i j i       j i-denoting closed linear span,

fisx,... ,sn) = jR„fih>- ■ -,t„)exp(i 2 sktk)dtx, ...,dt„.

Define for a closed set E G R«

M«(F) = {x G ¿|a(/)* = 0 V/ G 70(F)}

where I0iE) = {f G L(R")|/vanishes on a neighbourhood of E).

Let <i> be a positive linear functional on A. Let (w,,,//^,^) denote the

representation obtained from <£ using the Gelfand-Naimark-Segal construction

[3, 2.4.4],
With (a, A) a representation of R", the transposed action

ia't$)ix) = 4>ia_,x)    Vi G R" Vjc G A V<j> G A'

defines a group of isometries of A' which takes positive functionals into

positive functionals and satisfies that for t in R",

|a;<p(x) - <i>(x)| ̂0    as t -> 0 Mx G A.

We say that ¿> in A' is continuous if in fact \\a't<¡> — <b\\ -* 0 as / -* 0. We use

|<>| to denote the absolute value or variation of <f>, obtained by polar decompo-

sition [3, 12.2].
We call <j> quasi-invariant if the representations ttui and 77a-|(j)| are quasi-

equivalent [3, 5.3].
When Fis a locally compact space, C0(T) denotes the continuous functions

vanishing at infinity, and M(T) the dual space of C0(F).

The main theorem.

Theorem. Let (a, A) be a representation ofR". Given a coordinate system, let

V = [0, oo)", and let CV denote the complement of V. If </> is a bounded linear

functional on A which for some s = (i¡,..., sn) in R" satisfies the equivalent

conditions

(i) <i> annihilates Rais - CV),

(ii) <f> G Ma'i-s + V),

then |<p| is quasi-invariant and continuous.
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Proof. That (i) and (ii) are equivalent is proved in [7, Proposition 2.3.4(iii)]

as a consequence of the duality relation (a',<p)(x) = <J>(a_(x). Condition (i)

entails that <? annihilates each Ra'(s¡, oo), a', denoting the one-parameter

subgroup a(0      0,, 0.0), since

í - CV - 0,,... ,sn) -CV = U(Si, oo) X R,
i = l 7**'

and so by [7, Proposition 2.3.4(h) and Lemma 2.4.8(iv)], Ra(s - CV) is the

closed linear span of spaces Ra'(sj, oo). For brevity, let (tt,H,£) denote the

representation obtained from \<p\ using the Gelfand-Naimark-Segal construc-

tion. By the generalization to C*-algebras of the F. and M. Riesz theorems [1,

Theorem 5.3], |<i>| is then covariant with respect to each subgroup a', i.e. there

exist strongly continuous one-parameter unitary groups u' in B(H) such that

vr(a;.(x)) = u\.tt(x)mÍ_,.    Vf, G R Vjc G A.

It follows that

W(%,...a,)*) = ("W"-r, •••«-»,6I«V "«i/,í)-

This shows that 77 and 7raju| are unitarily equivalent; thus \<p\ is quasi-invariant.

Furthermore

«|+| - |*|)(x) = (7K*KiKO - (&)&)

= (TT(x)(u'hi - e)Kí) + («(X)6|<< - I)
;

implies that

IKO'W-WH <2||M;(|-|||;

thus

IK«/)' 1*1 — 1*1 II ̂0    así = (/,,...,/„) ->0.

Remark. If the cyclic vector ¿ is also separating for the weak closure tt(A)"

of tt(A) on H, then quasi-invariance of \<j>\ implies covariance, i.e. the existence

of a strongly continuous unitary group in B(H) such that for every x in A and

(tx,...,tn)inR"

■H.*)(*)) ■ «(«„..., *.) ̂h„....-0'

To see this, note that quasi-invariance means that the automorphism group

on A carries over to ir(A)". By [6, Corollary 3.6] a weakly continuous group of

automorphisms on a von Neumann algebra has a strongly continuous unitary

implementation whenever the group is locally compact and the algebra has a

cyclic and separating vector.

It follows that if A is commutative, quasi-invariance and covariance are

identical notions.

Thus it is an immediate consequence of the Theorem above that we have

the following
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Corollary. Let  T be a locally compact Hausdorff space, (a, C0(F)) a

representation of R". Let p in MÎT) for some s = (ii,... ,sn) in R" satisfy the

equivalent conditions iy = [0, oo)" in some coordinate system):

(i) p annihilates Rais - CV),
(ii) p G Ma'i-s + V).

Then the total variation |p| o/p is covariant.

To relate this to the classical setting for the theorem of Bochner, let T"

denote the «-dimensional torus. Define an «-parameter group of*-automor-

phisms a,t       , » of C(T") by

(%,....O/H*''".•••..e'x") = /*X,1,,). • • • ' e**"-'«*).

Let p be a complex Borel measure on T". It is seen using the density of

trigonometric polynomials in C(T") that p annihilates all/in /?"((ji,... ,sn)

- CV) if and only if p has support in (-sx,..., —s„) + V. Thus supp p C V

implies that p annihilates Rai~CV) and we have that |p| is covariant. So |p| is

either identically 0 or mutually equivalent to Haar measure on T".
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